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LECTURE 07LECTURE 07 

Hypothesis Testing

Engineering College, Hail University, Saudi Arabia

How to Conduct a Hypothesis 
Testing

Suppose that a company produces computer circuit boards, 
wants to test a hypothesis made by an engineer that exactly 
20 percent of the defects found on the boards are traceable 
to the CPU socket. 
Because the company produces thousands of boards a day, 
it would not be possible to test every single board to validate 

j t th t t t tor reject that statement, 
So a sample of boards is analyzed and statistics computed. 
Based on the results found and some decision rules, the 
hypothesis is or is not rejected. 
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How to Conduct a Hypothesis 
Testing

If exactly 10 percent or 29 percent of the defects on theIf exactly 10 percent or 29 percent of the defects on the 
sample taken are actually traced to the CPU socket, the 
hypothesis will certainly be rejected, 
but what if 19.95 percent or 20.05 percent of the defects are 
actually traced to the CPU socket? 
Should the 0.05 percent difference be attributed to a 
sampling error? Should we reject the statement in this case? p g j
To answer these questions, we must understand how a 
hypothesis testing is conducted.
There are six steps in the process of testing a hypothesis to 
determine if it is to be rejected or not. 

Step 1: Null hypothesis

The first step consists in stating the hypothesisThe first step consists in stating the hypothesis. 
The hypothesis would be: 
“On average, exactly 20 percent of the defects on 
the circuit board are traceable to the CPU 
socket.” 
This statement is called the null hypothesis, yp
denoted H0
The statement will be written as:
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Step 2: Alternate hypothesis

If the hypothesis is not rejected exactly 20If the hypothesis is not rejected, exactly 20 
percent of the defects will actually be traced to 
the CPU socket. 
But if enough evidence is statistically provided 
that the null hypothesis is untrue, an alternate 
hypothesis should be assumed to be true. yp
The alternate hypothesis, denoted H1, tells what 
should be concluded if H0 is rejected.

Step 3: Test statistic
Quantity based on sample data and null hypothesis used to 
test between null and alternative hypotheses

To test the mean μ, the Z formula is used when the sample 
sizes are greater than 30,

and the t formula is used when the samples are smaller,

These two equations look alike but, remember that the tables that are used to 
compute the Z-statistic and t-statistic are different.
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Step 4: Level of significance or 
level of risk

There are risks that you will reach an incorrectThere are risks that you will reach an incorrect 
conclusion when using a sample statistic to make 
decisions about a population parameter. 

In fact, you can make two different types of errors
when applying hypothesis-testing methodology:when applying hypothesis testing methodology: 
Type I and Type II.

Hypothesis Testing

  Test Result – H0 True H0 False

True State
H0 True Correct

Decision
Type I Error

H0 False Type II Error Correct
DecisionDecision

)()( ErrorIITypePErrorITypeP == βα

•Goal: Keep α, β  reasonably small
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Errors in hypothesis 
testing

A t pe I error consists of rejecting theA type I error consists of rejecting the 
null hypothesis H0 when it was true.  

A type II error involves not rejecting H0
when H0 is false.

Step 5: Decision rule determination

The decision rule determines the conditions under which 
the null hypothesis is rejected or not. 
The one-tailed (right-tailed) graph shows the region of 
rejection.

The critical value is the dividing point between the area 
where H0 is rejected and the area where it is assumed 
to be true.
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Regions of Rejection and Nonrejection
The sampling distribution of the test statistic is divided into 
two regions: 
a region of rejection and a region of nonrejection.

Step 6: Decision making

Only two decisions are considered, either the 
null hypothesis is rejected or it is notnull hypothesis is rejected or it is not. 

The decision to reject a null hypothesis or 
not depends on the level of significance. 

This level often varies between 0.01 and 
0 100.10. 
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Testing for a Population Mean
Large sample with known σ

When the sample size is greater than 30 and σ is p g
known, the Z formula can be used to test a null 
hypothesis about the mean.

X μ0

/
XZ
S n

μ−
=Test Statistic:

Testing for a Population Mean
Example 7.1:

An old survey had found that the average income of operations 
managers for Fortune 500 companies was $80,000 a year. A 
pollster wants to test that figure to determine if it is still valid. He 
takes a random sample of 150 operations managers to 
determine if their average income is $80,000.

The mean of the sample is found to be $78,000 with a standard 
deviation assumed to be $15,000. The level of significance is set 
at 5 percent. 

Should He reject $80,000 as the average income or not?
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Testing for a Population Mean

The null hypothesis will be $80,000 and the alternate hypothesis will be 
anything other than $80 000

Solution:

anything other than $80,000,

Because the sample size n is larger than 30, we can use the Z formula to test
the hypothesis. 
Because the significance level is set at 5 percent (in other words α = 0 05)Because the significance level is set at 5 percent (in other words, α  0.05) 
and we are dealing with a two-tailed test, the area under each tail of the 
distribution will be α/2 = 0.025. 
The area between the mean μ and the critical value on each side will be 
0.4750 (or 0.05 − 0.025). 
The critical Z-value is obtained from the Z score table by using the 0.4750 
area under the curve. 

Testing for a Population Mean
Solution:

A value of Zα/2 = ±1.96 corresponds to 0.4750. 

The null hypothesis will not be rejected if −1.96 ≤ Z ≤ +1.96 and 
rejected otherwise.

Because Z is within the interval ±1.96, the statistical decision 
should be to not reject the null hypothesis. 

A salary of $78,000 is just the sample mean; if a confidence 
interval were determined, $80,000 would have been the estimate 
point.
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Testing for a Population Mean

Using Minitab. Open Minitab and from the Stat menu, select “Basic 

Large sample with known σ

g p ,
Statistics” and then select “1-Sample Z. . . ” The “1-Sample Z” dialog box 
appears, and values are entered.
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Testing for a Population Mean
Large sample with known σ

After selecting “OK,” the Minitab output should show as shown below.

The Minitab output suggests that for a 95 percent confidence level, the mean is 
expected to fall within the interval 75,599.5 and 80,400.5. 

Because the mean obtained from the sample is 78,000, we cannot reject the null 
hypothesis.

Testing for a Population Mean
Small samples with unknown σ

The Z test statistic is used when the population is normally p p y
distributed or when the sample sizes are greater than 30. 

If the sample being analyzed is small (n ≤ 30), the Z test 
statistic would not be appropriate; the t test should be used 
instead. 
The formula for the t test resembles the one for the Z test but 
the tables used to compute the values for Z and t are differentthe tables used to compute the values for Z and t are different. 
Because σ is unknown, it will be replaced by s, the sample 
standard deviation.
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Testing for a Population Mean
Small samples with unknown σ

E l A hi d t d k t h b t blExample : A machine used to produce gaskets has been stable 
and operating under control for many years, but lately the 
thickness of the gaskets seems to be smaller than they once 
were. The mean thickness was historically 0.070 inches. 

A Quality Assurance manager wants to determine if the age of 
the machine is causing it to produce poorer quality gaskets. He 
takes a sample of 10 gaskets for testing and finds a mean oftakes a sample of 10 gaskets for testing and finds a mean of 
0.074 inches and a standard deviation of 0.008 inches. 

Test the hypothesis that the machine is working properly with a 
significance level of 0.05.

Testing for a Population Mean
Solution:
The null hypothesis should state that the population mean is still 0.070 inches  
(i e the machine is still working properly) and the alternate hypothesis should(i.e. the machine is still working properly) and the alternate hypothesis should 
state that the mean is different from 0.070.

We have an equality, therefore we are faced with a two-tailed test and we will 
have α/2 = 0.025 on each side. The degree of freedom (n− 1) is equal to 9. 
The value of t that we will be looking for is t0.025,9 = 2.26. If the computed value t 
falls within the interval [−2.26,+2.26], we will not reject the null hypothesis; 

The computed value of t is 1.012, therefore it falls within the interval 
[−2.262,+2.262]. We conclude that we cannot reject the null hypothesis.
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Testing for a Population Mean
Small samples with unknown σ

Using Minitab. From the Stat menu, select “Basic Statistics” and from the 
drop-down list, select “1-Sample t. . . ”

Testing for a Population Mean
Small samples with unknown σ

Fill out the “1-Sample t” dialog box as shown.
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Testing for a Population Mean
Small samples with unknown σ

Select “OK” to get the result shown.

Interpretation of the results. The p-value of 0.148 is greater than the
value α = 0.05. The confidence interval is [0.068277, 0.079723] and the 
sample mean is 0.074. The mean falls within the confidence interval, 
therefore we cannot reject the null hypothesis.

P - value
The P-value is the smallest level of significance at 
which H0 would be rejected when a specified test 

procedure is used on a given data setprocedure is used on a given data set.

0

1.  -value
    reject  at a level of 

P
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α
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P - value
The P-value is the probability, calculated assuming H0
is true, of obtaining a test statistic value at least asis true, of obtaining a test statistic value at least as 
contradictory to H0 as the value that actually resulted.  
The smaller the P-value, the more contradictory is the 
data to H0.

P-values for a z -test

P-value:

1 ( )
( )

z
P z

⎧ − Φ
⎪

= Φ⎨
⎪

upper-tailed test

lower-tailed test

2 1 ( )z⎪ ⎡ ⎤− Φ⎣ ⎦⎩
two-tailed test
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P-value (area)
-value 1 ( )P z= − Φ

Upper-
Tailed

z-value ( )P z= Φ 0

0-z

Tailed

Lower-Tailed

-z

-value 2[1 (| |)]P z= − Φ

0

0 z

Two-Tailed

Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Very often, it is not enough to be able to make statistical 
inference about one population. We sometimes want to compare 
two populations.
A quality controller might want to compare data from a 
production line to see what effect the aging machines are having 
on the production process over a certain period of time. 
A manager might want to know how the productivity of her 
employees compares to the average productivity in the industryemployees compares to the average productivity in the industry.
In this section, we will learn how to test and estimate the 
difference between two population means, proportions, and 
variances.
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Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Inference about the difference between two means

The best estimator for the population mean μ was the sample 
mean       , so the best estimator of the difference between the 
population means (μ1 − μ0) will be the difference between the 
samples’ means                   .                 

The Central Limit Theorem applies in this case, too. When the 
two populations are normal,              will be normally distributed 
and it will be approximately normal if the samples sizes are large 
(n ≥ 30). 

Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Inference about the difference between two means

The standard deviation for                  will be

and its expected value

Therefore,
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Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Inference about the difference between two means

This equation can be transformed to obtain the confidence 
interval

Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Inference about the difference between two means

Example: In December, the average productivity per employee 
at Company A was 150 machines per hour with a standard 
deviation of 15 machines.
For the same month, the average productivity per employee at 
Company B was 135 machines per hour with a standard 
deviation of 9 machines. 
If 45 l t C A d 39 t C BIf 45 employees at Company A and 39 at Company B were 
randomly sampled, what is the probability that the difference in 
sample averages would be greater than 20 machines?
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Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Inference about the difference between two means

Solution

Statistical Inference about Two 
Populations

Inference about the difference between two means

Solution
From the Z score table, the probability for Z to be larger than 
1.88 will be 0.0301.
Therefore, the probability that the difference in the sample 
averages will be greater than 20 machines is 0.0301. 
In other words, there exists a 3.01 percent chance that the 
difference would be at least 20 machinesdifference would be at least 20 machines.
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Th k YThank You

Any Questions ?

Dr Mohamed AICHOUNI 

&  

Dr Mustapha BOUKENDAKDJIDr Mustapha BOUKENDAKDJI

http://faculty.uoh.edu.sa/m.aichouni/stat319/
Email: m.aichouni@uoh.edu.sa


